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Our best-selling audio language-learning program provides comprehensive grammar and

vocabulary to beginners and advanced students, offering guidance in pronunciation in addition to

language fundamentals. Updated for the 21st century and re-recorded with fresh voiceovers, Learn

In Your Car includes terminology for cell phones, computers and the Internet, as well as

contemporary currencies and usages. Listeners learn pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar of a

new language without the need of a textbook: Level 1: Key words and phrases, basic grammar

skills, emphasizes travel needs; Level 2: Expands vocabulary, new grammar concepts, more

day-to-day activities; Level 3: Broadens vocabulary base, more advanced grammar skills, enriches

conversational ability. 9 hours of audio on 9 compact discs, 3 booklets with recorded text for

reference & grammar notes, Zippered CD Wallet, Travelogue DVD.
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The basic premise of Learn In Your Car Russian (LIYCR) is to have an audio-based learning

program which does not require book study, so it can easily fit into people's daily schedules while

they engage in other activities. There are 9 hours of audio teaching 600+words for the entire

course.Level One is heavily oriented towards the traveler, and addresses important issues such as,

transportation, money, hotels, finding your way around town, numbers, restaurants, shopping, time,

schedules.Levels Two and Three go beyond survival words and phrases, increasing vocabulary and



developing core grammar skills.STRENGTHSI've been to Russia about 15 times , and can state

that LIYCR teaches very useful vocabulary and expressions for a person who is actually going to

put their feet on the ground in RussiaThis is one of the few beginning study courses which does not

shy away from the difficulties of Russian grammar for the English speaker. It gives practice in all

tenses for verbs and all 6 Russian grammar cases for nouns. Also, this is one of the best courses

I've seen for using a restricted vocabulary in almost all available grammar permutations, making it

very good at showing how to form natural Russian sentences.WEAKNESSESThere are few

conversational dialogs and no real story lines, so there's nothing here to particularly capture a

person's interest. It definitely takes some fortitude and motivation to go through these rather dry

lessons.For the absolute beginner, LIYCR is rather rough. There isn't very much repetition (unlike

Pimsleur Russian), and the pace is very rapid fire. The result is that acquiring the presented

vocabulary of 600+ words from the audio alone is difficult.
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